[Interaction of single-stranded DNA with the second DNA-binding site of RecA nucleoprotein filament].
RecA protein first forms filament on single-stranded (ss) DNA forming the first DNA-binding site for interaction with this ssDNA a formation of the second site for interaction with double-stranded DNA occurs in parallel. Then the formed nucleoprotein filament interacts with molecules of double-stranded (ds) DNA but can also recognize ssDNA. The formed complex realizes a search of homology and exchange of homologous strands. We have studied recently the mechanism of RecA filamentation on ssDNA. Here a study of interaction of different DNAs with the second site of RecA filament using a method of stepwise increase of the ligand complicity was performed. The second site under recognition interacts with every nucleotide units of DNA-ligand forming contact with both internucleotide phosphate groups and bases of DNA. Pyrimidinic d(pC)n [Russian character: see text d(pT)n oligonucleotides interact with the second site of the RecA filament more effectively than with d(pA)n oligonucleotides. This occurs due to a more effective interaction of the RecA filament with 5'-terminal unit of pyrimidinic DNAs and to a difference in specific conformational changes of nucleoprotein filaments in the complex with purinic and pyrimidinic DNAs. A comparison of thermodynamic characteristics of DNA recognition by the first and the second sites of DNA recognition is carried out. It was shown that at n >10 d(pC)n d(pN)n interact with the second site weaker, that with the first site. The complexation of the second site with d(pA)n at n >20 is more effective than with the first site. The difference in the affinity of d(pA)n to the fist and second sites is increased monotonically with the enhancement of their length. Possible mechanisms of RecA-dependent search of homology and strand exchange are discussed.